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Beauty tutorials  are some of the mos t popular content on Ins tagram and YSL is  cashing in on this  phenomenon. Image credit: YSL Beauty

 
By DANNY PARISI

French fashion label Yves Saint Laurent is promoting some of its latest cosmetic products with a makeup
masterclass hosted on Instagram Live.

The class was hosted by YSL's global beauty director Tom Pecheux, who instructed viewers on how to use the
brand's cosmetics to achieve runway looks. To promote the virtual masterclass, YSL Beauty posted regular photos of
Mr. Pecheux as well as close-ups of cosmetics being applied on the brand's beauty-centric Instagram account.

Live masterclass
YSL Beauty uses its Instagram account to promote new products, share engaging content related to the brand and
communicate with influencers. For the beauty industry at large, Instagram has proved itself to be a powerful tool.

Now, the beauty leg of the namesake fashion brand, under the license of L'Oreal, is  using Instagram for something a
little different. YSL Beauty held a masterclass on June 15 on the application of its  beauty products, taught by an
expert.

YSL Beauty's Mr. Pecheux walked viewers through some of the products offered by the cosmetics brand, along with
correct application techniques to get the best looks.
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YSL Beauty's live masterclass. Image credit: YSL Beauty

Topics ranged from eye makeup and lipstick techniques to recreating classic looks from the Saint Laurent runway.

Leading up to the premiere of the masterclass, YSL Beauty was active on Instagram, posting images of its  cosmetics
and a headshot of Mr. Pecheux, counting down the hours to the premiere of the class with new photos.

In conjunction with the class, YSL Beauty also promoted a recent editorial from Mr. Pecheux published in the Sunday
Times Style section, covering many of the same topics.

Tutorials and classes can be a powerful motivator for beauty brands, given that tutorial-driven pages make up some
of the most popular influencer accounts on Instagram.

Many customers go to Instagram to see in-depth tutorials and sponsored videos related to beauty products. YSL
Beauty is taking this education-centric approach in-house by having one of its  own employees instruct viewers,
rather than outsourcing that role to a third-party influencer.

Beauty tutorials
YSL Beauty's Instagram campaigns have continuously evolved, ranging far beyond simple images and videos.

Most recently, the brand promoted one of its  newest fragrances with a panoramic video series.

Mon Paris Eau De Toilette, YSL Beauty's latest scent, is  being touted by the brand through a series of videos that span
a multitude of platforms, with an additional 360-degree film. The campaign is hoping to elicit the feeling of losing
gravity through the heightened feeling of love that comes with the new scent (see story).
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Mr. Pecheux also gave style tips to the Sunday Times. Image credit: YSL Beauty

Many of YSL Beauty's competitors have also begun making their own in-house tutorials, some of which feature
celebrity names such as Bella Hadid.

Christian Dior, for example, debuted its beauty video content with Ms. Hadid on Dec. 30, just as many consumers
were likely finalizing plans and outfits to ring in the new year. Ms. Hadid's massive social media following of 9.1
million on Instagram alone, ensured that Dior's content was visible by a coveted demographic of consumers,
millennials (see story).

Chanel ran a similar campaign featuring Giselle Bndchen.

In the first of the Chanel Beauty Talks series, the model sat down with the brand's global creative makeup and color
designer Lucia Pica to share beauty secrets to "Free Your Glow." Compared to other makeup tutorials, the designer
and model have a natural conversation, allowing their personalities to come through along with their tips and tricks
(see story).

These tutorials are especially effective in the beauty industry and show a willingness from YSL Beauty and others to
branch out from simply sponsoring influencer tutorials to create their own branded content with high production
value and complete control.
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